
nected and sti!l be satisfactorily oper
ated by the five-bar generators. Ten 
or 12 probably would be the maxi
mum. If high-impedance telephones 
and selectors are used, 40, SO or even 
more could be bridged to the line. 

As to the length of the circuit, a 
15-db. line consisting of all open wire, 
No. 9 B&S copper, would be approx
lmately 250 mi. long. If 10 mi. of 
16-gage paper-insulated cable is in
serted in the line, the length would 
be cut to about 135 mi. and, if the 
circuit was all 16-gage cable, the 
length would be only 20 mi. 

INSULATION OF 
RAILS 

ing bars, etc., across the insulating 
gaps in the decking, thereby causing 
track circuit interruptions. We have 
attempted to control this condition, 
but find that non-signal employees 
continue to create conditions causing 
failures. In my opinion, similar con
ditions would obtain on track-circuited 
steel-deck bridges. Even though it 
would be necessary to span the insula
tion at tVI.-o or more points to cause a 
failure, I believe such failures would 
occur. 

G.E.O. Construction 
By E. BoucHET 

Superintendent Signals & Interlocking 
Union, East Pittsburgh, Pa. 

to suit conditions. We have used this 
system for some time and find it very 
sattsfactory. · 

COMMUNICATIONS 
TROUBLE 

···what is the most unusual and in
teresting case of communications trou
ble you have experienced in recent 
months?" 

On Print.er Circuits 
By H. M. ROBERTSON 

Equipmentman, Telegraph Department 
Union Pacific, North Platte, Neb. 

"How do you insulate the rails for 
the installation of track circuits on 
steel-deck bridges, where the track 
1s laid directly atop the bridge struc
ture 'Without wood ties?" 

THE accompanying drawing shows RECENTLY we were experiencing con
how we insulate rails on steel-flooring siderable trouble with our North 
bridges and, while the system may be Platte-Grand Island and North 
expensive. we find it is very satisfac- Platte-Omaha printer circuits and, 

Used Trap Circuits 
By H. L. FoLLEY 

Engineer TelegraJ.>h, TeleJ.>hone & Signals 
Chicago & Illinois Midland 

SJ.>ring:field; Ill. Lock washer: 
Flat washer-·--:> 

Note: G.E.O. tie plate to be 
welded to wearing prate 

ON the Chicago & Illinois Midland, 
we believe that many failures would 
be caused by employees working on 
steel-deck bridges if we attempted to 
install track circuits. Consequently, 
we install conventional trap circuits, 
a typical example of which is shown 
in the accompanying plan, to compen-

Rails insulated with G.E.O. construction on the Union 

sate for the dead sections. · 

tory. The insulation is extended be
yond the wearing plate, which keeps 
cinders from shorting out to the 
bridge deck. Also, the bolt head is 
insulated under the bridge and is pro
tected from the weather. The G.E.O. 
tie plates are welded to the wearing 
plate, and the wearing plate is bolted 
as shown on the sketch to the 

1

bridge 
flooring. Rail fastening can be changed 

For fire prevention, the C. & I.M. 
has installed metal decking on all pile,. 
trestle bridges. A 4-in. gap is main
tained in the metal to insulate the 
rails. We have found that bridge em
ployees lay tools and equipment, such 
as power drills, power wrenches, lin-
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· Typical trap circuit over steel-deck bridge on the Chicago & Illinois Midland 

also, some annoyance on our Morse 
wires, due to ground currents. As 
our rectifiers are wired common 
ground, and we did not have enough 
wires, it was impossible to work 
these circuits full metallic. Thus, we 
tried a stunt that worked out very 
well, and helped all the circuits con
cerned. It kept them all in opera
tion. whereas there have been times 
whe.n things were just tied up due 
to these conditions. We had a sim
plex lying dead at the time to 
Omaha, so we patched from our 
ground jack to this wire and had 
Grand Island and Omaha do the 
same. I placed a milliammeter in 
the patch at North Platte, which 
sometimes read as much as 110 mills 
positive or negative difference in the 
grounds, but it smoothed it out 
enough that we experienced no more 
difficult from this cause. 

Moose Tangled in Line 
By w. G. BENSTON 

Assistant Supt. of Communications 
Alaska Railroad, Anchorage, Alaska 

DuRING the month of February which, 
in Alaska, presents unusually heavy 
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:snowfalls, we have considerable main
'tenance problems, among which is 
'that of combatting the moose. The 
following incident actually occurred 
at Mile 176: 

Our maintenance lineman, H. D. 
Benston,. stationed at Willow, was 
notified of a break in the Commercial 
south of Willow, approximately eight 
rniles. Mr. Benston started on his gas 
car for the scene of trouble, running 
ahead of train No. 25 at approximate
ly 4 :30 to 5 :00 p.m., which is heavy 
dusk. He located the scene of the 
trouble and, as a marker, placed his 
snow· shoes alongside the track, con
tinuing on to Houston to clear No. 25. 
This was due to the fact that there 
was no opportunity to set his gas car 
off, because of a four to five-foot 
bank of snow along the track. He 
then returned in darkness , located his 
snowshoes, and walked out toward 
the line. He found the break, spliced 
in a piece of wire and started for the 
pole to complete the splice, as was the 
customary procedure, but the wire 
pulled back. Mr. Benston thought the 
wire was caught on a bush and pulled 
again, but the wire pulled back again. 
So, he walked back toward the source 
of apparent trouble and found a big 
moose tangled in the wire. He had 
his dog, a MacKenzie River Husky 
named Mike, with him, so he "sicced" 
the dog on the moose. The moose 
chased the dog, the dog ran for Mr. 
Benston, and he had to run up the 
pole. Moose and dog were both tan
gled in the wire, but the moose finally 
became disentangled and wandered 
off. l\!Ir. Benston completed his work 
but, in the meantime, from the top of 
the pole, he called me at home and 
reported the incident, stating that the 
moose refused to cooperate. 

We have had considerable trouble 
with moose, and it finally reached a 
point where we had to authorize our 
linemen to carry rifles to protect them
selves, for moose have been known to 
charge gas cars and even locomotives. 

CODED TRACK 
CIRCUITS 

((What a:re the reasons why coded 
track circuits can be much longer than 
conventional d.c. track circuits, and 
what are their practicable limits!" 

Can Use Hi9her Voltage 
By s. M. DAY 

Principal Assistant Engineer 
General Railway Signal Company 

Rochester, N. Y. 

To clear a signal, the armature of a 
code-responsive track relay must con-

tinuously make and break its contacts 
in response to the "on" and "off" 
periods of the current fed to the rails 
through the code transmitter. If the 
armature stops (with contacts either 
open or closed), the signal goes to 
Stop. The train shunt resistance need 
only hold the current to a point just 
below the relay's pick-up value. 

In a steady-energy track circuit, 
the shunt resistance must lower the 
current to the drop-away value of the 
track relay. Thus, a code-responsive 
track relay stops operating as soon as 
the current through it falls below its 
picked-up value, even though such a 
current is well above the drop-away 
current of a steady-energy track re
lay. 

Since the pick-up current of any 
relay is considerably higher than its 
drop-away current, it follows that 
(given the same track circuit condi
tions for each) we can use higher volt
age at the feed end of a coded circuit 
and still get proper shunting sensitiv
ity. Higher feed voltage makes pos
sible exrension of the track circuit, 
still maintaining shunting sensitivity 
equal to or better than with steady
energy circuits. It is usually safe to 
assume that when coded circuits are 
replacing steady-energy circuits which 
have operated satisfactorily, lengths 
of coded circuits can be twice that of 
the steady-energy circuits. 

TESTINC LICHTHINC 
ARRESTERS 

((What procedures do you use in the 
field or in the shop to test lightning 
arresters to determine whether they 
are defective!" 

Further Explanation 
By N. L. ALTLAND 

Communications Engineer 
Atlantic Coast Line 

Savannah, Ga. 

FoLLOWING is a more detailed discus
sion, regarding the testing of light
ning arresters, in connection with my 
remarks on the subject published on 
page 321 of the May issue, in which 
was stated, "Neon-type lightning ar
resters are tested with a spark coil 
and the color of the gas observed. 
Observation and comparison checks 
are made on ordinary arrester blocks." 

When applying the voltage from a 

If you have an idea you 
think would be of interest 
and help to ~+hers in the 
field. please write to the 
editor. 

spark coil across a neon arrester that 
has been in service, the color of the 
gas in the tube should be compared 
with the color of the gas in the tube 
of a new or unused similar type neon 
arrester tested with the same spark 
coil and in a like manner. Two dif 
ferent spark coils will vary consider 
ably in output voltage and this voltage 
will, to a certain degree, vary the color 
of the glow in the neon tube. Thus, in 
making the comparison, if the color 
of the glow in the used arrester is 
different from that of the new or 
unused one, the break-down voltage 
of the used arrester has changed and 
should be replaced 

BATTEiRY BOX 
S RE 

aHow do you keep moisture out o 
signal battery boxes on the ground in 
bringing underground cables into th 
boxesr~ 

Mounted Above Ground 
By J. E. HACKMAN 

Supervisor Telephones & Signals 
Lehigh & New England, 

Bethlehem, Pa. 

BATTERY boxes in the mam are of 
treated-wood construction, Celotex 
lined, pier mounted 1 ft. above ground 
level, with two screened openings 6 in. 
from the top to provide cross ventila 
tion, and the cable entrance through a 
plugged circular hole. Battery boxes 
as a whole are of simple construction. 

The main reason for above-ground 
level mounting of battery boxes is 
largely due to poor surface drainage, 
rather than moisture elimination 
However, we do find moisture, but 
believe our method of mounting above 
ground !evel has been a contributing 
factor toward moisture reduction. 

Sand and Sealing Co pound 
By C. E. PINKSTON 

Signal Supervisor 
Louisville & Nashville 

Nashville, Tenn. 

MorsTURE is kept out of battery boxes 
by filling the cable entrance with sand 
after the cable is in place, up to about 
2 in. of the surface, then covering the 
sand with about one inch of Victolac. 
For the past five or stx months, we 
have been sealing cable entrances in 
battery boxes and foundations with 
Dux-Seal, furnished by Johns-Man 
ville Company, and the latter method 
is proving very satisfactory. It is 
doing a good job of sealing and ts 
easy to apply or remove. 
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